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ON THE INVERSE OF MAÑÉ'S PROJECTION

H. MOVAHEDI-LANKARANI

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. We show that every compact ultrametric space is bi-Lipschitz em-

beddable in a Hilbert space. We also provide an example of a compact ultra-

metric space whose fractal (and hence Hausdorff) dimension is finite, but which

cannot be bi-Lipschitz embedded in any finite dimensional Euclidean space.

This example, in particular, establishes that the inverse of Mañé's projection

need not be Lipschitz even in the case of finite fractal dimension.

.    T
1. Introduction

In [3] Mané proved that if M is a compact subset of a Banach space 33

with the Hausdorff dimension of M less than or equal to the integer n , then

a residual set of continuous projections P of 3§ onto (2« + 1 )-dimensional

linear subspaces are injective on M. Recently, Eden, et. al. [2] have noted that

it is not known, in general, whether the inverse map {P\m)~x satisfies further

continuity properties. They do establish that if M is a compact subset of R^

such that the fractal dimension of M is no greater than the integral part of

j{N - 1), then the inverse of Mañé's projection {P\m)~x is Holder continuous

of order 8 for any 8 sufficiently small. They also provide an example of a

compact subset M of a Hilbert space with the property that the Hausdorff

dimension of M is finite (in fact zero), but {P\m)~x is not Holder continuous

of any order. This space M, however, has infinite fractal dimension and one

may hope that the situation is different for sets of finite fractal dimension.

In this note we construct a compact subset M of an infinite dimensional

Hilbert space %? such that the fractal dimension of M is finite (less than or

equal to 4), but M is not bi-Lipschitz embeddable in any finite-dimensional

Euclidean space. This fact in turn implies that for any projection P of fi-

nite rank, {P\m)~x is not even locally Lipschitz. These disagreeable properties

follow from the fact that M is not "really" finite-dimensional. That is, with re-

spect to a more delicate notion of dimension, M is infinite-dimensional. This

dimension is the metric dimension, a refinement of the dimension introduced

by Assouad [1], generalizing the dimensional order of Bouligand (1928).

In §2 we present a new proof that every compact ultrametric space is bi-

Lipschitz embeddable in a Hilbert space. We note here that this theorem follows
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from a bi-Lipschitz embedding result of Assouad [1]. However, a refinement

of our method of proof produces minimal bi-Lipschitz embeddings of compact

ultrametric spaces of finite metric dimension in finite dimensional Euclidean

spaces [4]. In §3 we construct an abstract ultrametric space whose fractal di-

mension is finite, but whose metric dimension is infinite. To get the desired

counterexample, we then bi-Lipschitz embed this abstract space into a Hilbert

space.

2. Basic machinery

In this section we prove a bi-Lipschitz embedding theorem for compact ul-

trametric spaces. A metric space (M, d) is an ultrametric space if the metric
satisfies a stronger form of the triangle inequality

d{x, y) < ma\{d{x, z), d{y, z)}

for all x, y, z e M. One special property of these spaces is the fact that any

two closed balls in an ultrametric space are either disjoint or one is contained
in the other. In particular, if two closed balls have the same radius, then they

are either disjoint or equal. Consequently, every ultrametric space is totally

disconnected. Furthermore, if M is a countable product of countable factors,

one may construct an ultrametric for M in a way similar to the decimal expan-

sion of real numbers. Specifically, let {/„}„> i C (0, oo) be a strictly decreasing

sequence converging to zero. For x = {xk)k>i and y = {yk)k>i in M, set

d{x, y) = r„ , where xk = yk for 1 < k < n - 1 and x„ ^ yn . The following

proposition is a converse to this observation.

Proposition 2.1. Every separable ultrametric space {M, d) is bi-Lipschitz iso-

morphic to an inverse limit in a countable product of countable factors.

Proof. Let {r„}„>\ c (0, oo) be such that

(a) lim^oo rn = 0 ;

(b) There is 0 < K < oo such that 1 < r„_i/rn < K, V« > 1 .

Construct a sequence {&n}„*L\  of countable covers of M by setting ^ =

{B{x, r„)\x £ M), where B{x, rn) = {y\d{x, y) < rn}. It follows that for

each « € N the cover ^n is a disjoint cover of M. Let g„: &~n+\ -> 9^ by

setting

gn{B{, rn+x)) = the r„-ball that contains/?(-, r„+1),

and let

I = lim(^ 2- &2 & ?i & ■ ■ ■ ) = lim {9n , g„).

Define the map g : M —> Z by setting

g{x) = {B{x,rx),B{x, r2), B{x, r3), •.. ) = {B{x, rn)}„.

Give X the ultrametric p defined by the sequence {r„}£L, . Specifically,

p{B, B') = rn whenever the balls B¡ = B\ for i<n-\ but Bn ¿ B'n .
Now, if x, y € M are in the same r„_i-ball but in distinct /-„-balls, then

r„ < d{x, y) < r„_! . Then

Pig{x), giy)) < d{x, y) < Kp{g{x), g{y)).

Consequently, the map g: Af-»I is a bi-Lipschitz isomorphism.    D
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As an immediate corollary of this proposition we see that a compact, per-

fect, ultrametric space is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to a Cantor space, that is, to a
metric space homeomorphic to the Cantor set. The converse of this statement

is false, however, not every Cantor metric space is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to an

ultrametric space [4].

We are interested in bi-Lipschitz embeddings of a compact ultrametric space

{M, d) in a Hilbert space %f. Clearly, if %" is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert

space, then there exists 0 < e0 < 1 such that the open unit ball of ß? contains

infinitely many disjoint closed e0-balls. Hence, we have the following:

Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < r < e0/2 . Then any open ball of radius r", n > 1, in ß?

contains infinitely many disjoint closed balls of radius 2rn+l.

Theorem 2.3. Let ß? be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let {M, d)

be a compact ultrametric space. Then there is a bi-Lipschitz map f: M «-♦ ß?.

Proof. Let 0 < r < e0/2 and let r„ = r" . Then, by Proposition 2.1, {M, d) is
bi-Lipschitz isomorphic to S = lim {&„, g„), where &~„ is the family of closed

disjoint r"-balls and g„ : &~n+\ "—► &n is the natural inclusion characterized by

gn{B) — the ball of ^ containing B.

Because {M, d) is compact, ^ is a finite set for each n > 1. Let k„ denote

the cardinality of ^ , n > 1 . We will show that there is a bi-Lipschitz embed-

ding cp: I -> ß?. We may construct a (nested) sequence {3$n}„>\ of families

of disjoint closed balls in ß? together with bijections vn : SFn —> 3§„ , n > 1 , as

follows. ___
In the open unit ball of ß? choose a family 3§\ of k\ disjoint closed balls

of radius 2r. Let 3§\ be the family of concentric closed balls of radius r and

choose a bijection v\ : SF\ —> 3§\ . In the interior of each ball v\ {B) of 3§\ we

choose (by Lemma 2.2) a family 33^ of card(g,~'(/?)) disjoint closed balls of

radius 2r2. Let 332B be the family of concentric closed balls of radius r2 and

choose a bijection vf: g2~'(5) -♦ 332B . Let 332 = \J{332B\B e 3^} and define

a bijection ^: ¿^> —» 3§i by setting v2{C) = ^f(C) when C c B. Then the
diagram

"\
rl

fl 1*
"2

commutes, where g\ is the natural map induced by inclusion.

Suppose inductively that 3§k and vk : ^k —> 3Sk have been constructed for

k < n . Then we have the diagram

•Î
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For each B e 9n we choose (by Lemma 2.2) a family 3$B+X of card{g~x{B))

disjoint closed balls of radius 2r"+1 in the interior of vn{B). Let 3§B+X be the

concentric balls of radius rn+x and choose a bijection vj}+l : g„~x{B) -* 3§B+X .

Let 3§n+x = \J{33B+l\B e S?*} and define a bijection un+l: &¿+l -> 3Hn+x by

setting vn+\{C) — uB+i{C) when C c B. Then the diagram

Sn lg„

&n+\   -2j—*  ¿%n+\

commutes, where g„ is the natural map induced by inclusion; and the induction

step is complete.

Now, define c¡> : X —>■ ß? by setting

{?»(■*)}= f)"n{x„),
n=\

where x = (x„)„ € X. If x,y e Ï with p{x, y) = rn for some n, then

x¿ = y % for 1 < /' < n - 1 and x„ jL yn . Hence, cp{x) and cp{y) are in the

same member of 3Sn but in different members of 3§n+\ . Therefore,

2rn+x<\\cp{x)-cp{y)\W<rn,

which gives

E0p{x,y) < \\p{x) - cp{y)W < p{x,y).

Consequently, the map cp : X <-► ß? is a bi-Lipschitz embedding. Finally, we let

f: M ^ ß? by setting f{x) — {cp o g){x), x e M. Clearly, / is a bi-Lipschitz

map since the maps g : M -» X and cp : X <-> ̂ are bi-Lipschitz.   G

One may use the metric dimension (defined below) to obtain a refinement

of this theorem. Specifically, if (M, d) is compact ultrametric space of metric

dimension D, then there is a bi-Lipschitz embedding of (M, d) in RN for

any N > D. (A proof will appear elsewhere.)

3. The example

Before we construct our counterexample, we recall that the (upper) fractal

dimension of a compact metric space {M, d) is defined by the limit

,.      ....     ,. log Nr{M)
dimf{M) = hmsup -—-~-^ ,

J r-o log(l/r)

where Nr{M) denotes the minimum number of open r-balls necessary to cover

M. However, we will utilize the metric dimension of (M, d), denoted by

dimm(M), defined as follows.

Definition 3.1. Let {M, d) be a metric space and for 0 < r2 < rx let JV{r\, r?)

denote the maximum number of disjoint closed /*2-balls contained in a closed

ri-ball. Let

ArAM) = sup { X°^yr^  0<r2<n<randn> tr2] .
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Then the metric dimension of M is defined by

dimm{M) = lim lim Ar AM).
r—»Oí—»oo      '

These limits exist since they are monatonic, but may be infinite.

The metric dimension satisfies all the usual properties that a reasonable di-

mension should satisfy. Specifically,

(i) If   {M\, d\)   is a metric subspace of   {M2,d2),  then   dimm{M\)

< dimm(Af2).

(ii) If M is an open subset of R" equipped with the inherited metric, then

dimm(Af) = n.

(iii) If    {Mi, d[)    and    (M2,é/2)    are   bi-Lipschitz   isomorphic,    then

dimm{Mx) = dimm{M2).

The metric dimension is indeed different from the fractal dimension (as well as

the Hausdorff dimension), since our example has finite (upper) fractal dimen-

sion but infinite metric dimension.

Example 3.2. Let q\ = 2 and qn = q\ ■ ■ ■ qn-\ + 1, n > 1. Let r. = 1/2 and

for n > 1 let r2„ = {qx •••«2«-i)~1 and r2n+\ = j¡r2„ . Let Z9„ = Z/q„Z and

set M = n„>i Z?„. For x = (x,);>i and y = (y,)f»i in M let d{x,y) = r„
if Xj = y i for 1 < i" < n — 1 and x„ ^ yn . It is clear the úí is an ultrametric

on M and that {M, d) is compact. We first compute the fractal dimension of

M. To this end, note that if rn < r < r„_> , then

N{r) — number of open r-balls needed to cover M

= number of closed rn -balls needed to cover M

= Q\-qi.Qn-U

Therefore, if n is even, then

logNjr) < t | log8 + 31og(gi---g2n-3)

log(l/r) logfa • ■ ■ ton-i)

and if n is odd, then

logN{r) < j  |  logjqi ■ ■ ■ q2n-i + i)

log(l/r) - log(gr--?2ii-i)

Consequently, dimy(Af) < 4 .
However, for any n > 1 we have

logy^(r2„, r2n+\) = log <?2n

log(r2„/r2n+1) log«  '

which tends to infinity as n tends to infinity. Hence, dimm(Af) = oo .

Next, let ß? be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. By Theorem 2.3,

there is a bi-Lipschitz embedding /: M •—> ßf. Let X = f{M). Since both
the fractal dimension and the metric dimension are invariant under bi-Lipschitz

maps, we see immediately that dim^(X) < 4 and dimm(A') = oo. Hence, X

is a compact finite fractal dimensional subset of ß? that is not bi-Lipschitz

embeddable (not even locally) in any finite-dimensional linear subspace. In

particular, if P is any projection on ß? of finite rank, then {P\x)~x  cannot
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be Lipschitz; thus providing a counterexample to Lipschitz continuity for the

inverse of Mañé's projection.

We remark here that we do not know whether {P\x)~x is Holder continuous

of order a/ 1. The reason is that we do not know how the metric dimen-

sion behaves under Holder maps. More specifically, if M and N are metric

spaces and /: M —> TV is Holder continuous of order a above and below, then

dimm(M) = dimm{N). However, if / is Holder continuous of order a above

and ß below with a ^ ß , then it is not known how dimm{M) and dimm{N)

are related.
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